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Abstract. 

translators encountered several problems in conveying the meaning of these 

texts available in the epoch, others to the ideal of literal translation, to the 
principle of legitimacy or to the relatively poor development of Romanian 

Keywords

1.

into Romanian language date from the sixteenth century and, as a matter of fact, 

least among those preserved until the present day.1 Therefore, these translations 

1 Writing in Romanian naturally precedes the oldest Romanian translations since the need to 
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several problems due to certain disadvantages pertaining to the target language 

these translations are translations of religious texts,2

the nature of translation into Romanian in the old period. Hence, these translations 
 translations, but, apart 

from that, they also have certain particular characteristics.  

rather than collective translational norms, models and behaviour, since they may 

translations, unlike Bible translations in other vernacular languages, the ideal of 
literal translation, apart from continuing a tradition meant to legitimate the target 

lacked in means of expression appropriate for the translation of the biblical texts 

century yet, certain direct or indirect traces regarding the translators’ conception 
of translation phenomena may be found in either their testimony expressed 
in the Preface of a translation, or in their concrete translation solutions they 

 

translators, as in the sixteenth century the Romanian translators’ choice for 

Bible 

2 
CV, CB, CP, CS; books of psalms: FRAG. TOD.; homilies: CC1, CC2; a 

prayer book: MO; Bible translations: PO, NTB, BB 
.

seventeenth century.
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due to particular historical, political, cultural etc. conditions, in the region of 

Romanians and Hungarians, thereby Hungarian language could have been 

different proportions, to Hungarian sources in Banat-Hunedoara. 

2. 

origin in these texts, after the Slavonic elements. Naturally, their proportion also 
varies according to the source language of the translation. Romanian translations 

of a Bible 

Translation engages the translator in selection operations in order to respond to 
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3 recorded 

a priori linguistic 

infra

3. In a target-oriented approach, the target text is interpreted as a result of 

as a cause for the introduction of changes into the target system. In this regard, 

system by enlarging its synonymic series in order for it to become an instrument 

The translator as a target culture agent negotiates contextual constraints 
pertaining to the target culture in its historical, geographical, social and 

especially given the context of Romanian–Hungarian bilingualism in the region 

CB, CC2, CP and certain texts from CS

of the system – are neither futile nor peripheral since they are part of the regional 

elements of the translation, i.e. they solve a problem arising in  the source text, 

3 See Molitvenic [The Prayer Book]  
Agenda azaz Szentegyházi chelekedetec, Mellyeket követnek közönségesképpen a keresztényi 

 
by Ministers and Pastors, my translation]
&  Cartea de 

 [The Book of Psalms] & Probably the most complex 
old Romanian translation is  

Vulgata Pentateuh, a Hungarian version of the 
Preface of his edition PO
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3.1.

Romanian language did not have a proper term to denote a notion encountered 

characteristic especially of Calvinist Romanian texts from Banat-Hunedoara. 

‘at least, though’; 
gheman ‘diamond’; ; lepiniu ‘pita, crumpet’; mereu 

; ‘pole’; siriu ; a sucui ‘to 
accustom’; ‘string’, ‘snare’, ‘braid’, ‘cord’ PO  nemzet ‘nation’;  

FRAG. TOD

source text may only reinforce a term already in use. This might be the case of: a 
aldovani ; a aldui ‘to bless’; berc ‘grove’, 
‘copse’, ‘thicket’; giolgiu  PO

berc ‘grove’ had been 

spoken use. As for giolgiu ‘shroud’, it has no other attestations from the sixteenth 

in any case, not exclusively imposed by it, but perhaps the translator’s decision, 
an option as natural as the choice for any other element of his active vocabulary 
as a bilingual speaker.  

as: alnic ‘cunning’, ‘sly’, ‘treacherous’;
;   PO

their etymons, may be regarded as a clue for their folk status, not certainly though, 

can be employed independently of the source text. Thus, considering their 
PO
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source text too. This is the case of  
occurrence in PO Gen el szelesztem ‘to 
perish’. Similarly, pochiolat 

Ex föketöket ‘veil’. Different 

expressions, such as: összue ér ‘to meet’ Ex leszec szömbe vele 
Gen

Hungarian origin 
occurrences, corresponds to Hung. ellenség ‘enemy’. As a matter of fact, the latter 

‘enemy’, recorded in another Romanian translation of Hungarian originals 
FRAG. TOD ‘enemy’ may not be excluded, 

‘enemy’, 

3.2.

pint 
;  PO amen  

FRAG. TOD

already possessed conventional terms for the notions they denote. Thus their 

Hungarian liturgical terminology, a habituation preserved, to a certain degree, in 

3.3. 

Romanians and Hungarians and gain strictly or mainly elitist usage in another 

familiar to use and, thus, it has been retained in the Romanian translation due 
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alcam 

in CP and in CC2 
North-Transylvania. Thus, its presence in the Coresian texts might have been due 

CB

occurrences, not found in any other texts belonging to the region of South-
Transylvania, most probably have a bookish origin. Although these elements 

 
MO and in CC1, 

hition
in CB 1Cor

the text mentioned above.

3.4. 

territorial variety of the spoken Hungarian language, the selection of this a priori 
material must have been governed by other factors. In this case, the translation 
decision might have been less constrained in the sense that translators could 

rather a strategy to accomplish a translation as felicitous as possible.
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3.4.1.
source, lexical units of the source language are substituted by corresponding 
units in the target language. Naturally, a descriptive study “should start from 

target text is not a mere reproduction of the source text. Given the systemic 

tends to be transformed or ignored in translation, being substituted by habitual 

origin, although its etymon is found in the source text. In this case, the choice 

CV

their synonyms to denote the same extralinguistic reality, forming series such as: 
chin  – ‘torment, pain’; chip – obraz ‘face’; feleleat  – 

 gînd – cuget ‘thought’;  – ferecare – 
‘cunningness’; ‘to reside, to live’; a (se) mîntui  
– ‘to redeem’; a ponoslui  –  – a oblici – a cleveti ‘to 
reproach, to insult’; neam ‘nation, ancestry’; tar ‘load’; a 

‘to deny’;  – 
CS

‘alms, pittance’; beteag – nevolnic  
 hiclean – diavol – drac ‘devil’; fel   

– folos ‘utility’;  – a ogodi    – 
‘number’;  – cetate ‘city’ etc. In PO

  – priiatnic ‘friend’;  – ‘discourse, 
 – ‘to reign’;  – 

 – ‘herd’;  –  – a odihni ‘to repose’ etc.4 

to the lexical items found in the source text either Hungarian or Slavonic. At 

4 
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Hungarian origin  
Romanian language its older synonym of Slavonic origin ‘to redeem’, 

‘to redeem’ in 
later stages of the Romanian language evolution. In other cases, the Hungarian 

, feleleat 
‘utility’ ‘number’, tar ‘load’ 

regular use and norm of the local dialects. 

because they are important in any inherent sense, but because they are assigned 

3.4.2.

by the translators’ attempts to render a meaning of the source text as precise 

Romanian translations consulted. This might explain, for instance, the use of the 
Hungarian verb a pesti ‘to linger’ in CB

CV,
supposed to belong to Banat-Hunedoara, and in CP, a South-Transylvanian text. 

render the same meaning.5

5 See also its derivatives:  ‘ CB, FA and pestit CB, FA
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3.4.3. A completely different situation may be observed in the case of those 

a preference may be observed in CB,

celuitor 
‘deceptive’ is preferred in CB Sp. la 2Ioan
‘alluring’ and 2Ioan CP. Similarly, the verb 

 ‘to promise’ seems to represent a free option of the CB’s translator since, 
in the sixteenth century, it had its synonyms: a giurui CV ‘to 

CP

may be traced, for instance, in NTB (
Hungarian origin  ‘city’ is almost generally used in NTB

cetate ‘city’ prevails in CB, CP and BB; similarly, chipurele ‘faces’, 
NTB FA obrazele CB, 

CP NTB

origin is preferred to CB, CP

Hungarian origin viteaz ‘valiant’ prevails in NTB voinic 
CB, CP NTB

too, such as: ‘discourse’;  a murgui 

have been perceived by translators as part of the “cult norm” in BB 

verb of Hungarian origin a birui ‘to command, to govern, to dominate’, 

biruitoriu BB CB, 
CP domnu NTB  limbilor  BB

as opposed to  NTB

ta  ‘in your command’ BB  NTB

3.4.4.
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Romanian translators seem to assume roles other than that of a translator, strictly 
speaking. While in the case of the segment:  ‘Restless and 

PO, Gen
correspond to a translation task since the source text imposes the presence of both 

Nyughatatlan es Budoso 

instance, the use of  haszna , although in Romanian there 
existed folos ‘utility’, and especially in the context of the latter one – see in: Folosuri 

hasne PO, Preface

synonyms has specialized its meaning, nor have they semantically overloaded 

spoken local dialect, perceived, probably, as according to the regional norm. Thus, 
Romanian translators might have intended here to enrich a certain synonymic 

religious content. An argument of this claim might be the fact that the Hungarian 

as its Romanian counterpart, being used as synonyms in the given passage. This 
is the case of ‘number’, in: Sama PO, 
Preface  of ‘shelter’, in: ‘Number of shelters 

PO, Preface ‘adversary’, in: protivitoriu 
‘adversary shall be to its adversaries’ PO, Ex 6 In 

these contexts, there are multiple explanations for the use of the Hungarian 

norm and, as such, they are common and natural elements either in the creative 

6 
ellensege leszec a te ellensegednec ‘I shall be 

lexemes protivitoriu ‘enemy, adversary’ and 
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‘revenge’ too, included in the passage: 
Sta-voiu  PO, Gen. 

boszszut álloc 

position in the system being more common than the former one. Additionally, it 

might have felt their native language to be less developed in this respect, at least 
compared to the source languages.

4. strategy, i.e. a planned, 

tactics 7 As a strategy, they stand 

PO, Hungarian source 
language structures are, occasionally, so conspicuously imitated in the target text 

The translator may manipulate the linguistic material in order to produce an 
appropriate target text segment. Some of these strategies are globally implemented, 

as a result of controlled, conscious processes employed to solve local problems. 

the selection of these lexical items could have been an uncontrolled or automated 

translator. Being a bilingual speaker and an exponent of a certain regional dialect, he 

7 strategy, technique, tactic etc. see also Yves Gambier.
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to the translator, but the chosen solution might become problematic for the reader 

for readers from other linguistic areas, but also for the ones belonging to the same 

translations. Thus, translators had to ensure the readers about the credibility of 
the text, on the one hand, and to provide them intelligibility, on the other hand, 

since the Hungarian Bible 

need to intelligibility prevailed.

the choice of target textual-linguistic material to replace the one found in the 
source text. Some of the target language solutions provided by the translators are 
retrieved through automatic or routine processes, given their bilingual status. 

or potentially conscious and conscious strategies, according to their situation. 
 translation PO as 
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Bitia ‘Genesis’ and Ishod

 for 
 

as a preference for a model, i.e. Hungarian, 

 

References

Text editions

BB = Biblia 1688 [Bible 1688

CB = Codicele Bratul [Codex of Brat], 
Ioan Cuza University Press, 2003.

CC1 = Coresi, Cazania I, cca 1567 [1st Homiliary, aprox. 1567], edited by Vladimir 

CC2 = Coresi, Cazania a II-a 2nd Homiliary

CP = [
sixteenth century], reproduced in facsimile, edited by I. Bianu, Romanian 
Academy member, 

[IV. The Apostolic Act. The Apostle printed by Coresi in 

CS = Codex Sturdzanus [Codex Sturdzanus], philologic and linguistic study, text 

CV = [ ], critical edition, philologic and 

FRAG. TOD. = Fragmentul Todorescu  philologic and 
Texte 
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 [Romanian 

MO = Coresi, Molitvenic rumânesc, cca 1567 [Romanian Prayer Book, aprox. 

NTB = Noul Testament [The New Testament

blessing of His Grace Andrei, archbishop of Alba Iulia, Alba Iulia, 1998.
PO = [

I., The Text

PO 1925 = 
The 

published by Mario Roques, accompanied by the Hungarian text of Heltai and 
by an introduction], Paris, 1925.
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